230-RTIM
Run-on Timer

The EMC Directive
2014/30/EU
The Low Voltage
Directive
2014/35/EU

Installation and Maintenance
1.0 Introduction

7 X 25mm dia. cable
entry grommets

Figure 1. Dimensions

The 230-RTIM run on timer is a low cost unit designed for installation
anywhere, and it’s simple to install, and use.
The box is manufactured in high impact light grey polypropylene with
seven side entry grommets and a base suitable for screw fixing to any
flat surface.
The timer is easily adjusted to provide between 5 and 25 minutes run
on.
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To adjust the timer, remove the lid (held by four slotted screws) and
turn the spindle to suit your run-on requirement.

IMPORTANT
Isolation - Before commencing work ensure the electrical
supply is disconnected.

2.0 Wiring
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The 230-RTIM run on timer is easy to wire. Simply pass a permanent
230V 1 phase ‘live’ and ‘neutral’ through the SUPPLY MOTOR timer
(see figure 2) to the fan unit and provide a switched live to operate the
timer circuit.
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The switched live can be from any source e.g. light switch, movement
sensor etc.
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When the switched live is ‘ON’ the timer circuit is energised and the
fan runs.
When ‘OFF’ it provides power to the fan unit for the predetermined
‘run on’ period and then switches off the fan.

Figure 2. Wiring

3.0 Maintenance
This control requires no maintenance other than cleaning. Disconnect
supply and clean with a damp cloth, Do not spray cleaning fluids onto
the control.

4.0 After Sales Enquiries
For technical assistance or further product information, including spare
parts and replacement components, please contact the After Sales
Department.

Telephone 02920 858 400
aftersales@nuaire.co.uk
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Contacts rated
240VAC 3A, 24VDC 2.5A

Technical or commercial considerations may, from time to time, make it necessary to alter the design, performance and dimensions of equipment
and the right is reserved to make such changes without prior notice.
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